All-polymer field-effect transistors using a brush gate dielectric†
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Interfaces between a poly(3-hexylthiophene) [P3HT] and an end-grafted (brush) layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) [PMMA] are shown using neutron reflectometry to be dependent on heat treatment. Annealing the samples allows part of the brush layer to cross into the P3HT layer creating a very asymmetric interface. We suggest that the P3HT rearrangement occurs, creating space for movement of the brush into the film. This interpenetration was observed with two different molecular weight (17.5 and 28 kg mol⁻¹) P3HT films. Output characteristics of devices made from P3HT layers on PMMA brushes show that different amounts of heat treatment do not significantly change the device performance. Saturated hole mobilities are dependent on heat treatment, with devices made from a smaller molecular weight P3HT (22 kg mol⁻¹) demonstrating larger mobilities than devices created using 48 kg mol⁻¹ P3HT, but only after heat treatment.

Optimal transistor performance requires layers with complete integrity as well as interfaces free of traps. This is particularly true in the case of the dielectric layer, because leakage and short-circuiting are caused by imperfections and pinhole defects. Although making thicker dielectric layers is more likely to provide layer integrity, longer channel lengths, , are required, since , where , is the thickness of the gate dielectric and , is the minimum channel length appropriate for that dielectric thickness. The shorter the channel, the more difficult it becomes to control ("pinch-off") the flow of carriers in the semiconductor, and a thinner gate layer is required. It is important to have the gate layer as thin as possible in order that a smaller gate voltage be required to maintain the required charge density at the interface. ,

The use of surface-grafted polymers conveys inherent advantages in the creation of polymer transistors. To graft a polymer from the surface first requires an initiator layer, which self-assembles on the surface. A gold electrode presents an ideal surface for thiol-terminated initiators. The surface must be imperfection free to support complete coverage by the initiator. During synthesis, the polymer is grown in situ from the surface allowing a high grafting density to be achieved. The resultant close packing of the chain ends results in a stretched polymer conformation, which gives rise to the descriptive term “polymer brush”. Because the brush has been chemically grafted onto the substrate, the deposition of the next layer by solvent casting will not remove the grafted polymer. This does not mean that orthogonal solvents are no longer preferable, but it does mitigate the problem of layer dissolution and possibly also of poor

---

1 Introduction

All-polymer field-effect transistors (FETs) have been developed for a number of years due to their impressive processability and to further improve development of flexible devices. The lack of a need for expensive fabrication facilities is a major advantage, but ease of preparation of devices is also of some importance. A facile means of creating all-polymer devices is to spin-coat the active layer onto the gate dielectric, but each polymer layer requires a different solvent, with a solubility orthogonal to that during preparation. Such a limitation has restricted the use of solvent cast films for all-polymer devices.
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device performance due to mixing or roughness at the interface between the dielectric and active layers. The dielectric layer is therefore more chemically robust when grafted from a surface. It can be expected for a polymer brush dielectric that intimate mixing at the interface with the active layer would be suppressed due to the entropic penalty incurred by the further stretching of the brush molecules and significant interpenetration into the active layer. The use of brush gate layers has been demonstrated previously for different systems. In our earlier work, we demonstrated the use of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) as a means to grow poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) gate dielectric layers from a gold surface. Here we develop the theme and discuss the performance of devices made of a poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) active layer on PMMA brush layers for two different P3HT molecular masses.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Brush synthesis

The PMMA brush layers were prepared by a “grafting-from” ATRP synthesis. Silicon wafers of 5 mm thickness and 5 cm diameter were employed for the neutron reflectometry experiments. For the fabrication of the electronic devices, a sample geometry of SiO2/PMMA/P3HT/gold was used. The gate dielectric brush was grown using ATRP on 0.5 cm2 thin silicon wafers for the electronic devices. The substrates were cleaned by three solvent sonication (water, acetone, and methanol) followed by oxygen plasma cleaning. The substrates were then immersed overnight in a dilute anhydrous toluene solution of (11-(2-bromo-2-methyl)propionyloxy) undecyltrichlorosilane (the initiator for surface ATRP) held at –10 °C, which allowed a self-assembled monolayer of the initiator to be formed.

The PMMA brushes were grown for up to 30 h in a solution containing 2.7 mL MMA, 0.051 g CuCl, 1 mg CuCl2, and 0.173 g 2,2′-bipyridine dissolved in a mixture of 2.7 mL methanol and 0.55 mL deionized water. The time allowed for the brushes to grow affected their final thickness (a maximum of 70 nm) but not the grafting density. During the growth process, the sample was kept at room temperature for different times, depending on the desired thickness for the brush. Polymer brushes were cleaned by light rinsing with acetone and propan-2-ol, after a brief sonication in water.

For the neutron reflectivity samples, deuterated monomer was used in the brush synthesis. The resulting (dPMMA) brushes have a significantly larger scattering length density than the semiconducting P3HT layers above them, enabling the interfacial structure to be assessed. P3HT was deposited by spin coating from chloroform (which is also a good solvent for PMMA), with two different molecular weights used: 17.5 kg mol⁻¹ (P3HT17; with regio-regularity >90% as stated by the supplier, Sigma Aldrich) and 28 kg mol⁻¹ (P3HT28; with stated regio-regularity of between 95 and 98% from American Dye Source).

2.2 Neutron reflectometry

Neutron reflectometry measurements were made using the time-of-flight EROS reflectometer of the Orphée reactor at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin, or the monochromatic NERO reflectometer at the Geesthacht reactor. Neutrons are scattered by atomic nuclei with the neutron scattering length determining the magnitude of the interaction. Neutron reflectometry enables a determination of the scattering length density as a function of depth. Contrast between different organic components is generally obtained by deuterium labelling one component (in our case, the PMMA gate dielectric), although other components, such as gold have large enough scattering length densities to provide contrast with non-deuterated organic layers.

For the NERO reflectometer, a graphite focussing monochromator crystal was used to diffract cold neutrons with a wavelength of 0.433 nm, which were collimated through different slits. The sample can be moved in the horizontal direction and rotated in order to achieve a maximum momentum transfer vector Q = 2.2 Å⁻¹. A 3He pencil counter was employed for neutron detection.

The EROS reflectometer consisted of a 3.9 mm collimator, which defined the narrow neutron beam (0.3 mm < λ < 2.5 mm, where λ is the neutron wavelength), and supermirrors, which direct the beam towards the sample. All measurements were taken using two angles to cover the desired range of Q. Again, a simple 3He detector was used for neutron detection.

Data were fitted using a multilayer model and fitting parameters optimized using a downhill simplex routine. The scattering length densities of the components were allowed to float from their expected values. The scattering length densities of the silicon substrate and P3HT film were restricted within a small range (±0.5 × 10⁻⁶ Å⁻²) of their expected values. In fact, the fitting was insensitive to the P3HT, for which the expected scattering length density is ~0.5 × 10⁻⁶ Å⁻². The scattering length density of the dPMMA brushes were allowed to float in the fitting procedure to allow for variation in the level of deuteration of the monomer. It is also possible that the brush density was less than that of molten PMMA (1.17 g cm⁻³) due to stoichiometric constraints. Neither of these uncertainties were of critical importance, because we found the scattering length density of the dPMMA to lie consistently between 5.2 and 5.3 × 10⁻⁶ Å⁻², which corresponds to six deuterons per monomer.

2.3 Device preparation and measurement

For the FET measurements, P3HT was deposited by spin coating from chloroform solution (10 mg mL⁻¹) to create a ~100 nm layer. Two different P3HT samples were used with molecular weights of 22 kg mol⁻¹ (P3HT22; with a stated dispersity of 1.6) and 42 kg mol⁻¹ (P3HT42; with a stated dispersity of 1.8). Both samples were obtained from Merck with regio-regularity of better than 97%. Gold source and drain electrodes were then evaporated using a shadow mask. The channel length of the devices was kept within 60 μm < L < 120 μm and the device width was W = 1.5 mm.

The electrical properties of the PMMA brush layers were also characterized using capacitance experiments. After cleaning PMMA brushes (grown on a 300 nm-thick silicon dioxide layer), a layer of P3HT was deposited to create a metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS) geometry. Capacitance–voltage (C–V)
measurements were performed by varying the d.c. bias applied to the gate electrode from −35 V to 35 V, with the a.c. bias amplitude fixed at 1 V and the modulation frequency at 37 Hz.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Neutron reflectometry measurements

Samples were made with brush thicknesses of between 40 and 67 nm. The equilibrium structure of the interface between two polymer layers is, in general, dependent on the thickness of the two layers. However, here, we make no claim that the interfaces that we measured between the two components after annealing at the stated temperature were at equilibrium. The grafting density was kept constant, and would be expected to be of the order of 0.5 brushes per nm² in comparison with similar systems. (Direct measurement of grafting density is unreliable, but an accurate knowledge of grafting density is unimportant in the present study.) We present data for different annealing treatments for these brushes, at temperatures above and below the glass transition of PMMA.

Neutron reflectometry data are shown in Fig. 1 for unannealed samples for the different brushes and P3HT samples. The quality of the fits is good with $10 < \chi^2 < 20$. In all cases the roughness of the dPMMA/P3HT interface is between 3.3 and 4.4 nm, with no systematic dependence on brush thickness. This is a narrow range for unannealed samples of this nature. It demonstrates that the synthetic procedure used is reproducible, and that the brushes are of good quality, with a thickness-independent roughness. The unannealed samples have relatively sharp interfaces between the brush and P3HT, which indicates that the casting of the P3HT from chloroform does not result in significant swelling of the brush, which would have caused significant interfacial broadening.

Having established the reproducibility of the brush layer, samples were annealed for different periods. In Fig. 2, we show volume fraction-depth profiles for some samples at different temperatures and annealing times. It is clear that annealing has an important effect on film morphology, although there is no clear effect of the molecular mass of the P3HT. The deformation of the interface was not observed on any of the as-cast samples, and is therefore a consequence of the annealing process. Changes in interfacial structure in these bilayers are due to either lateral roughness (for example, caused by capillary waves at a liquid–liquid interface), or interpenetration of at least one component into the other. We propose that interpenetration of the P3HT layer by the brush is most likely to be the cause of what is observed here; the P3HT cannot easily penetrate the dPMMA brush because the brush would have difficulty swelling to accommodate it. Capillary waves have a sinusoidal or near-sinusoidal interfacial profile, and so are not responsible for the structure observed here. Furthermore, the length scale of the interpenetration is too large for capillary waves (unless the sample dewetted), and in any case, the P3HT is expected to have large regions of crystallinity which could not be treated as a liquid surface, and thus exhibit such capillary waves. The step-like shape of the profile allows speculation that the dPMMA is penetrating grain boundaries and other defects in crystalline regions of the P3HT. Certainly, P3HT exhibits crystalline behavior at the annealing temperatures performed here, even down to 40 °C. The exact molecular mechanisms of
how such structural rearrangements can proceed is difficult to understand given that PMMA has a glass transition temperature in excess of 100 °C. It is known that thin films of PMMA on gold exhibit depressed glass transition temperatures, but the effects of the (molecular) mobility of amorphous polymers below the glass transition contains many open questions.

In Fig. 3 Scanning force microscopy (SFM) images (obtained in tapping mode using a MultiMode Digital Instruments atomic force microscope) of three samples are shown. An as-cast film on a silicon substrate (Fig. 3a) is notably rough, but the annealed films are smoother. The large roughness seen in the as-cast surface in Fig. 3a is a (non-equilibrium) remnant of the spin-coating process. The amplitude of this roughness greatly reduces on annealing as seen in Fig. 3b and c. For these annealed samples (Fig. 3b and c), which have different P3HT films on the PMMA brushes, similar results are observed. Isolated defects are apparent in the annealed structures in Fig. 3b and c, taking the form of depressions in the surface of the order of a few nanometres. The origin of these defects is not clear; their small size means that they may even be present in the unannealed samples. Because these defects have a depth that is much less than the typical brush thickness, they do allow some brush penetration, but this should not affect the integrity of the device. Aside from these defects, the surface is otherwise considerably smoother than the as-cast film. We do not have information on the (buried) P3HT interface with the polymer brush, but experimental studies of different P3HT interfaces have previously been reported and there can be more or less crystallinity at the buried interface compared to the free surface, depending on the surface in which the P3HT contacts. Regioregularity and molecular weight play key roles in the degree of crystallinity, and the orientation of crystalline lamellae in P3HT thin films. Previous work, in which P3HT is spin-coated from a variety of solvents onto different substrates,
has shown (for the ranges of molecular weights and regioregularity that we have used in the present study) that the P3HT (100) direction is usually normal to the substrate in blends, bilayers and pure P3HT layers.\textsuperscript{15,18–22} Annealing does not affect this crystal orientation with respect to the substrate, but has the effect of increasing the volume fraction of crystalline regions and the crystallite size and perfection.\textsuperscript{28} In the present study we do not know how the mixing at the interface affects the crystalline structure, but previous studies have shown that mixing within the amorphous P3HT fraction in a bilayer geometry, does not disrupt the organisation of the crystalline P3HT domains.\textsuperscript{23}

### 3.2 Output characteristics

In order to determine whether the structural evolution of the interface upon annealing has any practical consequences for real devices, the output characteristics for devices fabricated with two different P3HT molecular weights are shown in Fig. 4. The thin dielectric allows these devices to operate at low voltages (less than 5 V). Transfer characteristics reveal threshold voltages, $V_T$, that are typically between 0 and 10 V, and these are noted for some devices in the caption to Fig. 4. (All are included in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}) Example transfer characteristics are shown in Fig. 5. Generally, the devices using P3HT22 provide the smallest values of $V_T$. Furthermore, these devices also have significantly better output characteristics, suggesting that the effective capacitance of the brush layer is reduced due to traps in the P3HT42-based devices, possibly due to a less effective active layer. Certainly the quality of the P3HT film is playing an important role in the device behaviour.

The $C$-$V$ measurements (Fig. 6) indicate a low turn-on voltage. The sharp slope at $V_T = 0$ indicates a low trap density. The areal capacitance measured at $V_T = -35$ V is normalized to the calculated value of $9.2 \pm 0.2$ nF cm$^{-2}$, which is for PMMA grown on silicon dioxide. The mobilities obtained from the transfer characteristics, for both long and short time annealing and for the two different molecular weights of P3HT tested, as well as reference unannealed devices are shown in Fig. 7. Values for carrier mobilities are found in the range of $3 \times 10^{-4}$ to $2 \times 10^{-3}$ V cm$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, with the annealing treatment affecting the P3HT42 samples more than the P3HT22 samples. In earlier studies using a silicon dioxide gate dielectric,\textsuperscript{23,24} it was noted that smaller mobilities are found for the lower molecular weight P3HT, in contrast to what we observe here. We do note, however, that the mobilities are of a similar order of magnitude to those in the earlier work, and also that the polymers in the earlier work were of lower molecular weights than those we have used here.\textsuperscript{23} More recent research has shown that P3HT mobility in space-charge-limited current devices is greatest at a P3HT (number average) molecular weight of 12 kg mol$^{-1}$.\textsuperscript{25}

The performance of the devices after annealing at 40 °C is similar, indicating that the P3HT is of a similar quality. However, the mobility of the P3HT42 decreases with annealing...
whilst that of the P3HT22 sample is a little larger than the reference sample on the 700 nm PMMA film, although no systematic temperature dependence can be stated. The likelihood here is that the shorter P3HT is better able to order due its larger (molecular) mobility during annealing.

It should not be concluded that a rough interface, or one with a complex structure, would result in a device of poor quality. Recent work has shown that non-uniform interfaces do not preclude good performance when P3HT is blended with an amorphous polymer.26 Our system may well have an interfacial structure not very different to the blend study, which indicates that the main requirement being that any crystalline regions of P3HT be connected to each other well enough through, for example, tie-lines or amorphous regions of P3HT.26

4 Conclusions

We have used neutron reflectometry to demonstrate that a PMMA brush gate dielectric will penetrate the active P3HT layer after annealing, even at temperatures as low as 40 °C. Device performance has been measured and output characteristics are not adversely affected by heat treatment. It is known that the addition of amorphous polymers into the active layers of organic FETs does not necessarily adversely affect device performance27 and this is supported by the neutron data illustrating the penetration of the active layer by the gate. Saturated hole mobilities are, however, affected by heat treatment, with one sample exhibiting a small increase in mobility compared to the reference sample, and the other with a decrease in mobility on increased annealing.
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